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A.I.R. Gallery is pleased to announce Gravity Feed, 
an exhibition by New York Artist Erica Stoller.

Erica Stoller's sculpture is closely related to drawing 
with basic elements of line and color. The new  wall 
pieces are made of unexpected materials including 
plumbing conduit, hula hoops, bead chain, and are 
fastened with parachute cord, clips and cable ties. 
Hanging from the wall with an elastic and buoyant 
quality, shadows and changing light are also 
essential parts of the composition.

Stoller's earlier work, on canvas or on paper, dealt 
with overlapping lines and planes of color. Now 
these easily available elements are the actual 
shapes, colors and linear elements. In fact, the 
materials are the subject matter of the pieces.

Erica Stoller, Pile of Stu�, 2015, Mixed media, Dimensions variable 

In mid-November, Stoller will install new work at A.I.R. Gallery. Some of the elements for Gravity Feed , photographed in the studio, 
are shown here. 

While each piece is a complete and finished work, a�er being photographed, the parts are o�en disassembled and reused. The 
images, then, are the enduring reality while the ingredients themselves are recycled and reappear in various configurations, over 
and over again. As an extension of her studio practice, Stoller's new work at A.I.R. will be changed during the course of the 
four-week show.

The opening reception will be on Thursday, November 19th, and Gravity Feed will remain on view through December 20, 2015.


